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GFOA’s Approach to Ethics

Part 1 ‐ Introduction
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Old Code of Ethics Needed a Refresh
Code had not been updated in many years….
More importantly…..
Did not play a meaningful role in GFOA training,
certifications, etc.
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Top Fear in 2019?
Corruption of Government Officials
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“The rule of law depends on trust.
And if the rule of law cannot work,
Then our democracy and its
institutions
Are doomed.”
Rt. Hon. David Johnston,
Former Governor-General of Canada
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Trust is Our Most
Valuable Asset
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The Code’s Five Values
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Down-to-Earth, Readable
“It's easy to read, a perfect
length, and I like how it
doesn't just say what you
need to do in order to treat
people fairly, show integrity,
etc. It provides a brief
explanation and examples.”
• Andrea Forbes, Accountant,
Shawnee County, KS
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More Effective
“The focus on aligning members'
behavior with the value they
individually place on trust is
distinct in comparison to existing
approaches. I think this will
result in more successful
retention and use, not just rote
memorization.”
• Joseph Kloiber, Finance
Director/Treasurer, City of Columbia
Heights, MN
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Advances in our understanding of human behavior present an
opportunity to develop a more powerful approach to ethics
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Cognitive Biases
Overconfidence Bias
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Cognitive Biases
Overconfidence Bias

50% of business people
surveyed thought they
were in the top 10% of
most ethical people.
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Social
Pressures
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S16
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Social
Pressures
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Pressure from
Authority
Figure
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Most People:
• Know the difference between right & wrong
• Want to be seen as ethical
The GFOA ethics program helps by making people….
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Anyone can face circumstances
that challenge their ethics…
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Sometimes ethics fail…
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Change Ethics from Constraint to Enabler
If being “ethical” is defined as being more “trustworthy”, then…
…when there is more trust in the finance office:
1. Finance is invited to be part of important discussions and decisions for the
entire organization
2. Work is more efficient because there are more free flows of accurate
information. People are more willing to share information.
3. People are more willing to take risks, so there will be more innovation.
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Plan for Our Series
 Explore each of the five values within the code of ethics
• See how “highly trusted” finance officers have added values to their
operations
https://www.gfoa.org/materials/building‐trust‐and‐open‐communications

 Giving Voice to Values
• Living your values even when it is hard
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Integrity and Honesty

The First of the Five Values of the
GFOA Code of Ethics
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Why Integrity and Honesty is Important
The foundation on which trustworthiness is built
• People can believe what I say
• I act in accordance with my deepest values
• I put principal ahead of my own ego
• I do the right thing even when it is hard
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The Conventional Wisdom

“Trust takes a lifetime
to build and seconds
to destroy”
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Peak Experiences Matter Most
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Examples of Peak Experiences

Zero tolerance for
unethical behavior

Owning mistakes
Delivering bad news well
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How to Deliver Bad News Well
Be prompt
Be straight
Provide solutions
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Standing for Your Values
Integrity is the integration of values with behavior
• Define the values that drive how you conduct
yourself in service to your community
• Be prepared to give voice to your values when
faced with pressure to do the wrong thing
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Examples of Values
 A strong emphasis on customer service

 A commitment to democratic government

 Follow a defined set of principles
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One Finance Officer’s Personal Code

Is it illegal?
Is it immoral?
Will anyone be hurt?
Resource: GFOA Code of Ethics Poster
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Strengthen Your Integrity By Standing for your
Values
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“A Self defense
class for the
soul”
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Key Take-Aways
 Take advantage of high points, low points, and transitions
to build trust
 Define your value system
 Standing up for your values can be a high point
• Giving Voice to Values is a powerful tool for this
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Producing Results for Your
Community
The Second of the Five Values of the
GFOA Code of Ethics

1

Why Producing Results for your
Community is Important
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Doing the job of the public finance officer well
honors the trust the public has placed in me.
• High quality work produces confidence
• Developing skills shows ability to produce
results now and in the future
• Exercise good judgment to choose in the best
interest of the community
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Fraser Valley Regional Library, British Columbia
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FVRL – Financial Policy Case Study
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Fraser Valley Regional Library’s Policy Umbrella (British Columbia)
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Policies that Have Been Most Important for FVRL
 Structurally balanced budget. Requires a budget that balances
recurring revenues with recurring expenditures, including the
expenditures needed for payments on debt and for capital asset
maintenance and replacement.
 Long-term financial plan. Commits FVRL to develop a plan that
identifies financial problems and solutions.
 Reserves. Sets funding target and permissible uses of the reserve.
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Scott McCarty, CPA
Finance Director
Town of Queen Creek, AZ
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Town of Queen Creek, Arizona
Scott McCarty, CPA
Finance Director
scott.mccarty@queencreek.org
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Town of Queen Creek, Arizona
How one small city changed the public pension discussion in the whole state
Actuarial Required Contributions in the US
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A Common Language is Needed to Reach a
Common Solution
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“Unfunded pension liability” becomes bad debt
“Employer contributions” becomes interest

Growing liabilities framed as opportunity costs
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Questions and Conversation Starters
 How can you make sure your stakeholders have confidence
in the financial management of your government?
• Frasier Valley’s financial “principles”

 How can you provide your audience with a big-picture
understanding of finances?
• Frasier Valley’s Financial Management Policy umbrella

 How can you bridge the language divide?
• Queen Creek’s more accessible terminology or “bad debt” and “interest”
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Resources
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Treating People Fairly

The Third of the Five Values of the
GFOA Code of Ethics
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Why Treating People Fairly is Important
If people feel unfairly treated, relationships
break down, and they may withhold their
support from my local government.

Consider the “Ultimatum Game”
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The Ultimatum Game
Bill
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Joe
Bill shares
roughly equally

Scenario 1

Bill is miserly
Scenario 2

Joe Accepts

Joe Rejects
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Procedural Justice
 Decisions are based on accurate information
 Transparent & consistent decision-making criteria
applied equally
 Stakeholders given opportunity for input
 Mistakes are recognized & corrected
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Start
with
Why
6
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Cross Departmental Team Develops New Approach

Opportunity for
input
Team develops
criterial to evaluate
need for vehicles

7

The Team Makes a Discovery!
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A counter-example
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Distributive Justice
 People get what they deserve
 Distribution of resources is equitable
 “Equitable” generally means that the outcomes that
someone experiences is roughly proportionate to
the inputs they provide
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Key Take-Aways
 Build procedural justice into financial
decision-making
 Account for distributive justice in
decision-making
https://www.gfoa.org/materials/fees-fines-foreitures
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Diversity and Inclusion

The Fourth of the Five Values of the
GFOA Code of Ethics
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Why Diversity and Inclusion is Important
Embracing diversity and fostering inclusiveness
helps cultivate organizations and promote
policies that reflect the community. When
people feel included, they will see that I am
concerned for their wellbeing, and that shows I
am worthy of their trust.
• Provide people with opportunity to be part of
decisions that impact them
• Support equity in service provision
Why Diversity & Inclusion is Important
The essence of this part of the code is quite simple. People will be more likely to trust you,
if they believe you are concerned for their well‐being regardless of whether or not they are
in the same group as you are.
The term “group” can mean political group, ethic group, religious group, or virtually any
other group that people are divided into.
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Key Take-Aways
 Be sure to recognize people’s contributions
 Giving people the opportunity to contribute their best work
 Be intentional about promoting diversity and conclusion
 “Diversity and inclusion” includes the public
 Share yourself with others
Recognize People’s Contributons
This is a hugely important point. In fact, across studies on employee motivation spanning
46 years, only one factor was cited every time as among the top two motivators: “full
appreciation of work done.” However, More than 80 per cent of supervisors claim they
frequently express appreciation to their subordinates, while less than 20 per cent of the
employees report that their supervisors express appreciation more than occasionally.”.
Clearly there are opportunities to do better
Giving people the opportunity to do their best work can also very engaging. I will point you
to GFOA’s research report on engaging employees for many ideas on how to do this.
Lauren made the point that just knowing the diversity and inclusion is important is not
enough. We need to take tangible steps. Lauren gave highly practical suggestions like
mentorship programs or adding structure to meetings that give everyone a chance to talk.
The first part of Lauren’ presentation was focused inside of the finance office. She also
made the point that the public must also be engaged, especially in important finance
decisions that impact their lives such as budgets or tax rates. You can learn more about
public engagement in the GFOA book Financial Foundations for Thriving Communities
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Finally, Lauren had an inspiring story about coming to the City of Monterey as a finance
officer. One of the lessons from that sharing a part of your personal story can help bridge
gaps and create common ground. In Lauren’s case, that common ground was why she, and
by extension, why her colleagues had chosen public service as a career.
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For more on engaging
the public in financial
decision-making
www.gfoa.org/financialfoundations
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For more on engaging
employees
https://www.gfoa.org/materials/topic/
leadership
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Reliability and Consistency

The Fifth of the Five Values of the
GFOA Code of Ethics

Why Reliability and Consistency is
Important
When others can count on me, I prove my
trustworthiness. When I consistently apply my
standards – especially to myself – I make it easier
to do the right thing even when faced with
challenging circumstances
• Develop strong financial policies
• Produce reliable information
• Produce timely information

S2
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Demonstrate Reliability Through Timeliness

S4

The Essentials
 Deadlines
• Meet them!
• If you can’t, keep people informed

 Set realistic expectations

 Live up to promises
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Have a System For Responding to Inquires
Be intentional about managing volume and throughput
Delegate It

Yes
Yes
Incoming
Thing

Inbox

Is it
relevant or
significant?

Is there
someone better to
do it?

No

Yes

Do it

Will
it take 2 mins or less
to do?

No
Discard It

No

Designate it
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Have a System for Running Meetings

Check out GFOA magazine article on how to run meetings

Demonstrate Reliability through Timeliness
-

Reply to inquiries promptly
Customer Service Matters

-

Organization that values customer service professional standard .
Acknowledge receipt - of communication.
Inform Inquirer - who, how, when request will be handled
Meet Deadlines - and provide status updates as needed
Demonstrated by all of us - promptness by me and everyone on the team.

Develop Skills to Deliver Tough Answers
-

Communicate about the issue/matter and not about the person(s)
Don’t make it personal
Don’t make it political

-

Learn to frame the issue
Express respect/appreciation for all views - acknowledge others involved and their contributions and
perspectives.
Explain the approach - analysis, data, research
Deliver the answer(s) - concise and clearly, explain pros/cons
Provide alternative(s) - when possible and appropriate
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Just Saying “No” is Fast, but Won’t Build Trust
Help people find solutions…

“Start with Why”…
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Consistency is the
Intersection of Words and Action

Building Trust with Financial Policies
 Departments pad budgets to manage risk
 Across all departments this really adds up
 So, provide support for the unexpected
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Financial Policies Apply to…
Big picture governance issues like…
• Reserves
• One-time revenues
• Use fees

Check out the
GFOA Financial
Policy Challenge

 Day-to-day administrative issues. Here are some examples
specifically on ethics…
Check out the
• Vendor relations and gifts
• Proper use of staff time
• Making gifts with public funds

GFOA Ethics
Policy Templates
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Policies for the Big Picture

Commander’s Intent
• The definition of what a successful
mission looks like
• Empower people to guide their
initiative as they operate in a fluid
environment

• Provides a “spectrum of
improvisation”
• Keeps proven processes in place

Financial Policies are Commander’s Intent
• Defines big picture financial objectives
• Provides boundaries for acceptable action
• Serves as a basis for evaluating actions
• “After action” reviews strengthen ability to use
commander’s intent

• Maintains consistency while providing latitude

Financial Policies with Special Relevance
• Fund balance / Reserves
• One-time revenue
• Debt burden
• Fees
• Long-term financial planning
See Financial Policy Challenge website for policy templates

Financiall Policies:
Thee Book
Comprehensive guidance for developing policies
https://www.gfoa.org/materials/financial-policiesbook
https://www.gfoa.org/financial-policy-challenge
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Policies for Common Ethical Issues
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Day-To-Day Concerns with High Ethical Salience

•Vendor relations and gifts
•Proper use of staff time
•Making gifts with public funds
Let’s examine key design features
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Sign Up Front
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Emphasize That Everyone is Doing It
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Write the Policy in a Conversational Tone

S23

Ask and Answer Questions
 Why do we have this policy?
 What is our policy?
 What else do I need to know?
 What reasons and rationalizations do I need to watch out for?
 What if I’m in a situation that this policy doesn’t cover?
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Start With “Why”
 Why do we have this policy?
Our relationship with the vendors that serve [insert government name] is a highprofile opportunity to show our citizens that we protect their tax dollars. We can
show that we use public funds wisely and the decisions we make about
purchasing goods and services are fair and free of bias.
Staff salaries and benefits make up the largest part of [insert government
name]’s budget and is over [insert percentage]% of our total costs. We must
properly account for this large and expensive resource. This is no different from
the equipment, vehicles, and facilities that we spend money on. This helps us
build trust with the community we serve.
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Keep the Core Policy Simple
 What is our policy?
 You should never accept the following from vendors:
•Any gift of cash or that is like cash. For example, a prepaid debit
card is like cash.
•An individual gift valued at more than $[insert dollar amount]. This
is any kind of gift, including but not limited to meals, tickets to
concerts, games, etc.
•Gifts from one vendor with a total value of more than $[insert
dollar amount] in a year. Many small gifts are just as bad as one
large gift.
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Help People Combat Reasons and Rationalizations
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Help People Combat Reasons and Rationalizations
 Reason: It is only a small amount of time to falsify—for example, misrepresenting
one day off for personal “recreation” as sick time. Therefore, it is not significant.
 A right response: Things like this often start small but then grow into big problems
later. Let’s not go down that path. Most people record their time truthfully and would
look down on us if we didn’t. We don’t want the reputation of people who fudge their
time records.
 Reason: I deserve this. I don’t get paid enough and/or I work harder than everyone
else, so falsifying time to get extra compensation is OK.
 A right response: If you feel you are underpaid for your work, you have other
options besides falsifying your time records. That could get you fired…or worse.
Perhaps you should talk to your department management or our human resource
department to learn what options you might have to improve your pay.
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Help People
Navigate
Situations the
Policy Doesn’t
Cover
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Where to Get the Policy Templates
 Go to gfoa.org/trust and scroll down until you see…
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Take Aways
 Timeliness, even on seemingly small things, can make a big
impression
• How is your timeliness?

 Don’t just say no
• Do you help people find solutions when their first option won’t work?

 Develop financial policies
• Do you have the essential financial policies?
• Do you have ethics policies to cover day-to-day concerns?
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Additional Resources
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For further reading
on trust
gfoa.org/trust
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For your Code of
Ethics poster
gfoa.org/trust

S
S34

For trust and open
communication applied
more broadly to public
finance
www.gfoa.org/financialfoundations
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Giving Voice to Values

A Self‐Defense Class for Your Soul

1

Strengthen Your Integrity By Standing for your
Values

S2

Self defense
class for the
soul

2
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What is Giving Voice to Values?
 Instead of “ethical analysis”, GVV helps people
implement and take action on their values.
 Developed by Mary Gentile of the University of
Virginia, Darden School of Business
 Helps answer the questions:
•What if I were to act on my values?
•What would I do or say?
•How would I be most effective?
3
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4
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Survey & Case Studies
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Case Study
- Gift Policy Guideline
The Ethical Issue: Following your organization’s gift
policy while maintaining a good working relationship
with your boss.
The Scenario:
 Susan McMasters is the Treasurer for a City in Ontario.
She is attending GFOA’s 113th annual conference
 Also attending the conference is the City’s Finance
Director, John Steward.
 John is Susan’s boss.
6
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Gift Policy Guidance (continued 2)
 City has clear gift policy: employees are not allowed to accept
anything valued at more than $25 from any vendor or contractor
for the City.
 Susan receives invitation from City’s Financial Advisor to attend a
steak dinner and the Los Angeles Angels of Anaheim baseball
game during the conference. Due to the policy, Susan politely
declines the event.
 On the flight to Los Angeles, John asks Susan whether she will be
attending the dinner and ballgame. Susan informs John that,
under their policy, she couldn’t accept the invitation.
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Gift Policy Guideline (continued 3)
 John tells Susan that at conferences like this,
everyone accepts those invitations, and she
shouldn’t worry about those types of situations.
 The City’s policy, he informs her, is aimed at
stopping corruption and awarding contracts based
upon nepotism or personal relationships.
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Gift Policy Guideline (continued 4)
 Susan faces a dilemma -- how to comply with the City’s
clear ethics guidelines and still remain on a good working
relationship with her boss.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the values-based position I am trying to enact?
What is at stake for all parties?
What are the reasons and rationalizations I may face?
What will be the most effective action plan and script to
enact my values?
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Case Study
- Customer Equal Standard
The Ethical Issue: Providing Equal Standard of Service
for all customers
The Scenario:
 Tanya Lee is the Accounts Receivable Supervisor for a Utility
District. Most of the work her team performs is automated, but
there are still three Receivables Clerks that receive utility
payments at windows available for the public to make
payments.
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Customer Equal Standard (continued 2)
 If a payment is less than seven days late, clerks are allowed to
waive the late payment fee. Anything beyond seven days late, the
fee cannot be waived. There are posters in the office explaining
the fee policy. Tanya has been informed by her boss that it will not
be possible to change the policy.
 City has clear gift policy: employees are not allowed to accept
anything valued at more than $25 from any vendor or contractor
for the City.
 Tanya has noticed that when she overhears conversations about
the late fee, two of her clerks are very good about explaining the
options to the customer and removing the late fee
11
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Customer Equal Standard (continued 3)
 However, Brian Sapp, the third clerk only has those
discussions some of the time. Tanya decides to
discuss this issue with Brian and Brian tells her that
since the policy only says that clerks are “allowed”
to waive the late payment fee that he is not required
to waive the fee.
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Customer Equal Standard (continued 4)
 When asked how he decides when to waive the fee, Brian
informs Tanya that the customers that are nice and polite to
him are the ones where he waives the fee and those that are
not typically do not get informed about the fee waiver.
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Customer Equal Standard (continued 4)
 Tanya is now faced with implementing an equal standard of
service for all customers of the utility district.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the values-based position I am trying to enact?
What is at stake for all parties?
What are the reasons and rationalizations I may face?
What will be the most effective action plan and script to
enact my values?
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Second Set of Case Studies

15
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Case Study – City Council Conundrum
 The Ethical Issue: providing accurate information to
your council or board without upsetting your boss.
The Scenario:
 Mike Parrot the City Finance Director is appointed by and
reports to Mayor Dawkins, and it is an election year.
 Mayor Dawkins has asked Mike to research a new tax
proposal that would be levied to address of the opioid
crisis in the City.
16
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Council Conundrum (Continued 2)
 Mike and the Finance Department team diligently analyze
the proposal and provide a forecast of potential revenues
and costs.
 Because the program is new and the proposed tax is not
something the City has used before, both the expenditures
and the revenues provided to the Mayor have caveats,
assumptions and various hedges built in.
 The analysis Mike provides to the Mayor provides ranges
for both expenditures and revenues due to the uncertainty.
17
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City Council Conundrum (continued 3)
 When Mayor Dawkins announces the new proposal, he
shares only the highest revenue and lowest cost
projections. Mike knows they are unrealistic.
 Mike expresses concerns to the Mayor and is told that it is
his responsibility to back the Mayor’s proposal. Finance
completed its work and the Mayor made the decision.
 When City Council deliberates on the proposal, the Mayor
sends Mike to testify due to his good working relationship
with the City Council and the trust they have in his
department’s work.
18
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City Council Conundrum (continued 4)
 Mike is certain there will be significant questions about the
lack of nuance to the projections as the Council has been
used to seeing thorough work from the finance team.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the values-based position I am trying to enact?
What is at stake for all parties?
What are the reasons and rationalizations I may face?
What will be the most effective action plan and script to
enact my values?
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Case Study – Non Profit
 The Ethical Issue: Charitable Gifts without providing
services.
The Scenario:
 Mayor James was recently elected and is an enthusiastic
supporter of the local United Way. In fact, she was on the
board of the local United Way before becoming Mayor.

20
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Non-Profit (Continued 2)
 Randy has heard from the Chief of Staff that the Mayor is
also planning on making direct financial contributions to
the United Way with City funds.
 This would not be in exchange for providing a program on
behalf of the City, but just to support the good work that
the charity does in the community, generally.
 This City has had a long standing policy against making
charitable gifts to other organizations.
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Non – Profit (continued 3)
 Randy expects to hear more from Mayor soon about her
desire to make a donation to the United Way.
 Randy wants to uphold the policy but is not sure what to
say and do that will be persuasive and effective.
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Non-Profit (continued 4)

1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the values-based position I am trying to enact?
What is at stake for all parties?
What are the reasons and rationalizations I may face?
What will be the most effective action plan and script to
enact my values?
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Resources
 GFOA Ethics Code: gfoa.org/ethics
 Get your personalized ethics poster (gfoa.org/trust)
 Trust audio series and whitepaper (gfoa newsletter)
 Many other resources under development, including
GFOA recommended employment agreement
24
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